Using a DVD or MP3 Disc

1. Touch **DVD** on the touch panel and place the DVD into the DVD player.

2. Touch **Sound from DVD**.

3. Control the volume and operate the DVD player from the touch panel.

   The buttons on the touch panel are like those on most standard DVD players. Chapter rewind, rewind, stop, play, pause, fast-forward, and chapter advance. To navigate through the menus, use the buttons to the lower right of the screen.

   If you prefer, operate the DVD player from the DVD player controls instead.

**Note:** In classrooms and auditoriums with a desktop computer a small video window appears on the bottom of the touch panel. The window allows you to monitor what is displayed. If you would like a larger view of the monitor window, touch the **Show Desktop Full Screen** button.

*Continued on reverse.*
Using a CD

1. Touch **CD** on the touch panel and place the CD into the DVD player.
2. Touch **Sound from CD**.
3. Control the volume and operate the CD player from the touch panel.

The buttons on the touch panel are like those on most standard CD players (chapter rewind, rewind, stop, play, pause, fast forward, and chapter advance).

If you prefer, operate the CD from the DVD player controls instead.